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The LunaTics

Anna Victoria Lynch//Áine-Buaidheach Ní Loinsigh

They say “Beware the Full Moon!” for the full moon makes 
deranged sociopaths out of  reasonable men, and hysterical 

harpies out of  respectable women.
Indeed, the word lunatic is derived from the Latin word for 

‘moon’. Today we associate it not with any kind of  astrological 
impact on behaviour, but instead with those who suffer from 
great unsoundness of  mind, regardless of  what moon phase is 
on the calendar.

I understand that this little mantra of  warning is informed by 
superstition and concern, but on hearing it I wonder: if  man can 
conceive such evil, harbouring thoughts of  war, deceit and un-
kindness at any given moment, surely the full moon must always 
be out, and I must be blind.
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this one is for
the monsters under our beds

for bringing us ideas
when sleep will not come
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cLaimed my nighTmares

Dan O’Malley

I’ve seen the nightmares dance.
And the trances of  masses
Contort, and shift, and rip into my flesh.
I’ve felt the nightmares twist and turn.
And the mists of  chance
Dig, and slither and rip holes in my mind
Deep, copper flecked and fresh.
I’ve heard the nightmares whisper.
And the sounds of  the dark
Scream and whimper and pierce my ears
Shrill, and melodic with horror so intense.
I’ve spoken to the nightmare folk.
With their dementia and sorrowful soliloquies
They haunt and lumber through my living jokes
Still, and staggered, in robes of  blackened eyes.
I’ve made the nightmares mine.
When they come to me and make me freeze
I welcome them inside and see
What happens when I see their fears
And I make them welcome,
And they live here now.
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The haLLoween TraiL

Lauren Griffin

The screams echo behind
As they run further into the dark
Lost to the terror of  a dying world
As the frozen forest flickers by.
Louder and wilder,
Laughter encasing wails of  agony
Following the travellers down the winding road.
Faster, they sprint,
Leaving hollowed out breaths in their wake.
The gap between them closes,
As they strive to move forward,
The ebony emptiness overtaken by imagination.
Spectres moving through the shadows,
Are figments of  long forgotten passengers
Along this corridor of  death.
Closer now, they come,
Icy breaths grazing the backs of  their necks
As they finally collide.
Two more souls, lost to the Hallowed Path.
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aLL haLLow’s eve

Emer Hayes

Dark spirits rise
To tiptoe and creep amongst the living.

Children cackle and scurry in hordes,
Guided by the dim glow of  pumpkins.

Bonfires crackle and snap
Like the bones of  the damned below

Who did not pilgrim this year.
People wear costumes of  demons,

While demons wear costumes of  people.
Fireworks explode into the sky.

The eyes of  onlookers are filled
With puffs of  rainbow dust.

Distractions from the darkness
That clings to the sky,

That seeps from the wall to the otherworld.
That keeps the monsters at bay.

Each Halloween night more cracks form
And more black trickles through.

I wonder when will the wall come tumbling down.
For their monsters to unite with ours.
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ode To Bone

Myles O’Callaghan

I like my coffee as I like my bones
Bones are such an important aspect
Of  human functionality
As is coffee.
Bones, like coffee,
Need to be nicely ground
And received in the post.
Send me your bones.
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LeT Them eaT cake

Jared Nadin

Let them eat rich damp cake
And grow to be large
And gluttonous
Like the living incarnations
Of  those gross
And indulgent
Rich, damp cakes.

Let them think wonderful
And envious thoughts
Of  those twiggy
Skinny
Vain cretins
Who look at the cakes
With disdain.

Let them rain their wrath
Down
On their skinny
Enemies
And with jagged teeth
Smile
Knowingly

Let them open,
Wide and
Greedy
Arms,
Taunting and tempting
As the gates of
Gomorrah.
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Let them crawl
Sloth
Disgust.
Let them envelop
The very
Ground
With their grossness

And let them lust
After one another
Grotesque.
And take over the world
Because
Of  one
Rich, damp cake.

But let them eat cake
And grow
That they might see
And abhor
The sins
They
Commit.
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apprehension
Paddy Murphy

Approaching the gates, Ryan’s heart was lodged firmly in his 
throat. Literally. This whole undead situation wasn’t very 

accommodating in relation to the natural placement of  his bodily 
organs. Reaching forward he clasped his hand, rather abruptly, 
around the gate handle. He hesitated for a moment, groaned 
aloud and stared towards the Georgian house in the distance.

He grunted to himself  in the darkness. Were these gurgles of  
inspiration and courage? Who knows?

Maybe his atrophied arm just couldn’t muster the strength. It 
didn’t matter. He was going through this gate. Sooner or later. 
Preferably sooner (according to his very empty, very visible 
stomach and later

according to his still vaguely self-aware brain).
He took in a deep breath, that passed down his oesophagus 

and into his lungs where it immediately leaked back out into the 
cold night air. A few holes in your chest will do that to you. He 
looked up at the

stars. Thousands of  little synapses floating off  in the void. 
Synapses that could transmit information that takes so long to 
arrive, that the progenitor is dead by the time the message is 
received. Ryan’s brain worked like the stars now.

He pushed through the gate as a signal came through: flickering 
like a light bulb receiving a little too much power. Don’t. Too 
late. His lumbering body was already in gear moving towards 
the house in the cold, dead night. He rapped on the door, with 
bloody knuckles a handful of  times, before a light flicked on. 

He waited on a response from the stars in his brain but the void 
was all he could see. Those stars could be dead now, after all.
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What to say? How do you tell your mom that you’re patient zero. 
The door flew open and the answer was obvious. Biologically 
sound even. Tell your mom you love her by tearing out her 
throat. The signal came through again, flickering a little dimmer 
this time.

Don’t.
Too late.
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i’m nexT

Kerrie Ryan

The blood-curdling screams, I always awake in a cold sweat.
The Nightmares are getting worse.
Another day gone, my mind is finally at ease,
The troubles from the night before completely erased.
I stare into the darkness, I make shapes out of patterns that are not there.
My mind, ever creative when it comes to playing tricks,
I see things I never saw before.
I stick the key in the door, thoughts of  tea in my head,
The place is in darkness, a smell fills my nostrils,
I smell something I never smelled before.
My feet are sticking to the floor,
My heart begins to pound in my chest,
I can’t breathe, I can’t move. I’m frozen.
I finally, after what feels like forever, begin to move
Slowly towards the drawing room.
I slowly open the door,
There’s a woman on the chair.
Sitting. Staring. What? Who?
I approach with care and curiosity, I see
Clearly: the floor is covered in her blood;
Her eyes, white with fear. She’s dead.
Her throat slashed, her soul, life, everything,
Smeared all over the walls and floor.
Her face is so full of  fear and my heart
Sinks. 

I’m next
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I go upstairs and I begin to accept. 

I’m next.

I go to my room and all I can see,
Is the roll of  knives laid out on my bed.
The roll of  bloody knives laid out on my bed.
A sharp intake of  breath. 

I’m next.

There I am sneering, gloating in glee,
As I hold high the roll of  knives.
The nightmares are real.
I have another mess to clean,
And another love to forget.
I grip the knife-blade’s handle tight.

I’m next.
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sTrong enough

Sadbh Farrelly

Alone with my thoughts, I tremble,
Well aware of  what lurks in the depths of  my mind:
Mangled creatures starved of  light
Waiting for their chance to bite
At anything unfortunate enough to cross their path.
As everything good struggles forward,
Struggling to maintain their hold on power,
Ever aware that the dark creatures lurch forward,
Grabbing wildly for control and gaining it occasionally,
Enabling them to temporarily wreak havoc on my life.
But it will end, of  that I am certain.
The good will strive towards the light
Forcing the monsters back to the abyss
Leaving me to repair the damage and hope,
Hope that next time I am stronger,
Strong enough to keep control.
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crowscarecrow

Shane Vaughan

CrowScareCrow he sat in fields
of  corn with scorn torn on his face
too late to change now, it’s too late
to take the act away, it’s back,
it’s coming through the bracken.
shall he dare to fare against
the talking-stalking ears of  corn
which do listen through the weir.
or should he wait to take the bait
of  lesser daemons as the seasons
turn from gold to old as
rusty life is mulched and crunched and
recreated in the tension.

CrowScareCrow he sat in fields
and watched the farmer till his meals
as birds of  feather flocked together
watching, eyeing, waiting, spying
tying each to brother-keepers:
Raven, Blackbird and the Seer
she who watches from the woad
goads the Asp unto his mount
and bears his cross a witness to
the fall of  seasons’ reasons, to
the fall of  man, the year of  thorns
the horns of  which will carry him
into the night dimension.
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CrowScareCrow he sat in fields
As orange glow defended. He
Demented on the facts of  business
Is this it? To watch the bees
Fall to the ground as with the leaves
To watch the badger and the fox
Scratch a living from the frost
To hear the chirp of  Robin as
He claws with bleeding talon and
To stare in opus silence
With the breaker and creator’s
Only sound a distant note
Of  sombre lamentation.

Crow composer of  the dead –
Scare narrator of  the end –
Crow–Scare–Crow.
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The hypoTheTicaL apoThocary
Shane Vaughan

The street was narrow, as all strange streets ought to be. The 
sun was dipped in dark skies and the moon was pellucid 

as it flickered between the scars of  transatlantic aeroplanes and 
nimbostratus cloud formations. She was dressed in ragged hand-
medowns, a Columbian Mochila bag draped over her left shoulder 
sporting a flamboyant pattern of  Aztec Technicolor out of  sync 
with the monochromatic street.

The sign to her destination, Gobber’s Hypothetical Apothecary, 
hung crooked over the doorframe and the hand-painted 
calligraphy had chipped, revealing the soft wood underneath like 
flayed skin does to bone. As she turned the worn handle a bell 
trilled through the silence.

The smell hit her first; saccharine lilac and juniper masking 
a rot of  rats and flakes of  dead skin. She drew her hand up to 
her mouth, but noticing the wizened stare of  Old Gobber at the 
counter, withdrew back to her pockets. To her left was a birdcage 
made entirely of  chicken bone and inside was the skull of  a 
rabbit, forever quenching its thirst at a dry water bottle. If  she 
didn’t look directly at it she could almost see its hollowed sockets 
wink. At her right was a gnarled and gangrenous hand pointing 
its index – pointing at her.

She approached the counter and nodded to Old Gobber. He 
gave a brief  flick back sending his oiled hair swishing around 
his cataract eyes. He spat chewing tobacco into a mug through 
Autumnal teeth and raised an eyebrow in question.

She touched the counter with a hand before taking a deep 
breath, then reached into her bag and pulled out an old vulcanite 
tome with brass hinges and a lock long prised open. In intricate 
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spindling letters of  faded gold: ‘The Diary of  Aleister Crowley 
and Other Spells.’

Old Gobber spied the book, unable to keep the glint from his 
milky eyes. His fingers crawled over the volume and she felt her 
stomach turn as each ivory nail click-clacked against the stone 
cover. 

He stared up and smiled. She closed her eyes and counted to 
ten.

This is the right thing to do. 
She opened her eyes and pointed to a small jar along the back 

shelf. Gobber sold much in the way of  Occult, but it was his jars 
of  Hypotheticals that she needed. Jars of  What If and Could Have 
Been. Jars of  Maybe and If  Only. Jars of  I Should Have – Jars of  I 
Shouldn’t Haves.

Old Gobber reached up to a small vial with swirling black fog 
inside and brought it down, but as she went to take it he pulled 
it back an inch, as if  to give her one last chance to back out of  
the contract.

This is the right thing to do.
She stretched and pulled it towards her, then placed it into her 

bag.
A moment passed between them, a moment where the average 

customer would say thank you and where the shopkeep would 
reciprocate. Instead she nodded and he spat into his cup and 
smiled as the gangrenous hand pointed and the rabbit’s head 
supped lifelessly. 

Outside, the moon was a faint idea in the stratosphere as a dark 
rumbling approached from the horizon. She checked both sides 
for souls but none ventured down these ways if  they could help 
it. She pulled the stopper from the vial and drained the plasma 
from within. It was cold to the taste but she was used to it. This 
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was her fourth venture to the past, her fourth attempt to undo 
what was done. Perhaps this time he wouldn’t jump, perhaps this 
time the car would swerve, perhaps this time the medicine would 
work.

It had better, she thought, as the contents worked their way 
through her system and the world turned to dust, for she had 
only six such lives left to live, but her love was boundless.

Please, she thought as she left her mortal coil for other realms, 
let it work this time.

And from the Great Beyond she heard Old Gobber laugh and 
dribble into his cup.
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